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Summary 

The functiona1 princip1巴ofinstrument巴dstrain-gage based transducers for the farm tractor rear ax1e 

as wel1 as the particu1arities of constructive design and the calibration t巴chniquewas exp1ained. The ca-

pab1e ofm巴asuringdynarnic ax1巴10adof the transducers was verified using th巴r巴sultsof ride perform-

ance tests. The experimenta1 data indicated that the proposed method of dynamic ax1e 10ad measurement 

is capab1e of monitoring the rea1-time vertica1 whee110ad of a moving vehicle and provides a too1 for fur-

th巴rstudies on vehicle dynarnics and dynamic whee1-soi1 interaction. The time histories and frequency 

compositions of the exp巴rimenta1data show巴dthat the dynamic ax1e 10ad was strong1y excited by tire 

non-uniformity， tire 1ugs. When tractor moved on asphalt road and sandy 10am field， the tire non-

uniformity dominated the excitation of tires with 10w inflation， while the tire 1ugs dominated the excita-

tion of tires with high inflation pressure. 

Key words: Dynamic ax1e 10ad， Strain-gage-based transducer， Farm tractor 

1. Introduction 

The ana1ysis of the whee1 10ad of a moving vehicle is of great importance for the basic in-

vestigation of whee1-soi1 interaction， tire characteristics as well as for the input and va1idation of 

vehicle dynamic simu1ations. Although the effects of dynarnic whee1 10ad on whee1-soi1 interac-

tions and tractive performance have been consid巴redin many investigations (Wiermann， 1999; 

Botta， 2002; Jun， 20005)， the dynamic whee110ads in these studies were kept at constant 1eve1s 

during a given test run. The 1ack of accurate data for transient whee110ad in studying the dynamic 

performanc巴ofvehicle promotes further investigations. 

In order to eva1uate accurate1y the effect of change in dynamic whee110ad on the overal1 per-

formance of an off-road vehicle， it is necess訂 Yto measure the soi1 reaction directly on the drive 

ax1e for ana1yzing the corre1ations between the dynamic whee1 10ad and the whee1-soi1 contact 

forces as well as the whee1 slip. Gobbi (2005) deve10ped an instrumented hub for measuring al1 

the three forces and three moments acting on a whee1 in order to characterize front and rear trac-

tor tir出 bothon road and off road. Furthermore， some commercia1 transducers are avai1ab1e for 

measuring forces and moments app1ied to whee1 hub of both on road and off-road vehicles (Rupp， 

1997; Spath， 2001; Decker， 2002)， but they require comp1ex hardware and materia1s， and are very 

expensive. It shou1d be noted that the use of instrumented hub for measuring whee1 forc邸 might
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essentially change the characteristics of wheel-tire assembly such as stiffness and weight. There-

fore， it may be difficult to evaluate the real characteristics of th巴 system.Accordingly， a new 

method which not only requires simple materials and design but also can adapt for different appli-

cations is necessary for measurement of the forces acting on wheels. 

The obj巴ctiveof this research is to develop an easily impl巴mentedmethod based on the dy-

namic response of a moving 2WD tractor instrumented with strain gage-based transducers so as 

to obtain accurate measurements of transient wheelload. The proposed method for evaluation of 

real-time vertical axle load was based on the measurements of torque and moments applied to a 

drive axle due to wheel-soil int巴ractions.This method does not modify any parameter of wheel-

tire assembly and requires only conventional strain gages， so that it can be widely appli巴dto r・e-

search and development activities of p巴rformanceof full-scale vehicles. The measurement of dy-

narnic axle load makes it possible both to carry out and to verぜyvehicle dynar凶csimulation， fi-

nite element analysis and experimental evaluation of dynarnic wheel-勾soilinteractions. It is also 

useful for strength and fatigue evaluation of chassis components as vehicles move through obsta-

cles or when sudden bake is applied. 

Bull. Fac. Agr.， Saga Univ. No. 94 (2009) 

11. Materials and Methods 

1. Method of dynamic axle load measurement 

Assume that a farm tractor is in straight-line steady-state motion， a free-body diagram of a 

rear tire and wheel assembly would be shown approximately like in Fig. 1. Assume that the mo-

ment arms rH and rR about wheel center of wheel thrust H and rolling resistance R ， respectively 

are equal to dynamic tire rolling radius rL， and the eccentricity ebetween action line of dynamic 

wheelload Wd and wheel center is approximately zero，巴quation(1) can be obtained bas巴don the 

equilibrium of the system: 

=j(叫些y(;Y -(;Y 恥 =j(子y 、、，，，，
t
z
i
 

/，z
、、

where T is drive axle torque (kNm); M is tota1 moment applying to the cross-section 2-2 (貯-Tm);

Mx and Mz are component moment of M on X and Z鼠 is，respectively (kNm). 

If the tractor is in stationary state， then: 

(2) 

In order to evaluate the soil vertical reaction experimentally， it is necessary to measure mo-

mentM， axle torqueT， and dynarnic rolling radius h. While T and rL can b巴deterrninedeasily， it 

is difficult to measure th巴componentmoment of M， i.e.， Mx and Mz about X and Z axis in sta-

tionary coordinates XZ because the axle rotates (Fig. 1). With respect to a referenc巴 coordinat，巴s

xz which rotates together with drive axle， total moment M can b巴ca1culatedby Eq. (3). By meas-

uring the component moments M、andMz about x and z axis， respectively， we can ca1culate mo-

ment M at arbitrary rotation angleθofth巴rearaxle. 

恥 zj子

(3) M=JM/+M子
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1-1 

E 十 Z小
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Fig. 1. Forces and torque acting on rear tire， and instrumentation of tire-whe巴1assembly 

where Mx and Mz are component moment of M about x and z axis， respectively (kNm). 

The relationship between axle strain at the cross-section 2-2 and vertical reaction at any an-

gle 8 can be expressed by Eq. (4): 

/ El (8)十Ei(8)，1 2ε12 

Wd (8) =盟主X10-6 x. rx ¥0 I-:?I::.i ¥0 I +1/1 ~E\ .. 
32 .. AV  ..  V L2 ' I (1 +ν) rL J (4) 

where d is drive axle diameter in m; E in kN/m2 and νare Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio 

ofaxle material， respectively;εx and εz in μεare axle bending strain in xY and zY plane (Fig. 1)， 

respectively;ε， is shearing strain of any axle cross同 sectionin με. 

2. Design of strain-gage-based transducers 

The torque and moments acting on the left rear axle were measured arbitrarily at any rota-

tion angle of the left r巴arwheel by three strain gage-based transducers mounted between the axle 

flange and axle case. The arrangement of strain gages is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The strain gag巴

applications wer巴conductedin a number of consecutive steps in accordance with the manufactur-

ers' guid巴lines.

The bending moment Mx組 dMz were measured by two transducers， which were mounted 

around a cross-section of rear axle at a distance L = 100 mm from the left rear wh巴elcenter. In 

or・derto provide high s巴nsitivityand temp巴raturecompensation， th巴 transducerswer巴 designed

based on two full bridge circuits (Wheatston巴bridge)formed by eight strain gages (KFG-5-120目

Cl-ll， Kyowa). Each p創 rof two strain gages was bonded on either side of a line parallel to the 
o 

axle axis at interval of 90" around axle surfac巴.Each two pairs of strain gages at opposite sides 

were connected to form a 4-active-gage system. Two transducers monitored bending strains that 

are proportional to both vertical and horizontal wheel forces at the tire-ground contact surface and 

converted into corresponding electrical signals. 

The torque T of th巴leftdrive axle was measured by a transducer made of two sets of 90
0 

ro-

sette strain gages (KGF-3-120-D16-11， Kyowa) bonding at 45
0 

shear planes on opposite sides of 

the axle. The mounted strain gages were conn巴ctedin a full bridge circuit for measuring the shear 
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strain， which was proportional to torque input. The shear strain was converted into electrical sig-

nal. 

3. Tractor instrumentation 

A 2WD tractor (Kubota L200) with 15kW engine power was instrumented with strain gage蜘

based transducers， spot pressure sensors， photo switches， and load cell for measuring torque and 

bending moments applied to driving axle， wheel angular velocity， and tractor drawbar pull (Fig. 

4). 

Fig. 4. Tractor instrumentation: a) strain-gage based transducers; b， c) reflectiv巴tapes;d， e) photo switches; 
f; data acquisition system; g) slip ring 

Six strain-gage-based transducers were mounted between the axle flanges and the axle cas巴s

of both the left and the rear・axles(Fig. 4a) in order to measure the dynamic axle loads of the left 

and the right rear wheels. In order to measure the dynamic axle load accurately， static calibrations 

of three transducers were conducted to eliminat巴thedefects due to the transducers construction 

such as strain同 gagepositioning error， axle tolerance， etc. Bending strain transducers were cali明

。 。
brated at four axle positions corresponding to ()= 0， ()= 90

0

， ()= 180
0

， and ()= 270
0

， so that one 

transducer provided the maximum output， while the other produced zero output at each position 

of calibration. Five combinations of known loads were applied to the wheel by axle weight and 

added weights for each calibration， and the signals from the transducers were acquired. The cali-

bration data indicated that the output signals of two transducers. at the same calibration position 

and load are almost the same， and the output signals of torque transducer were approximately 

巴qualto z巴ro(Fig. 5). 

To calibrat巴thetorque transducer， a horizontal rigid beam was fixed to axle flange through 

the wheel center at one end， and five combinations of known point load were applied to the other 

end (Fig. 6). All static calibrations showed excellent linearity of the measurements with correla-

tion coe伍cientsapproximate to one. A calibration equation for two moment transducers and one 

for torque transducer were obtained by least squares method from the measured calibration data. 

Static demonstration tests were conducted at four axle positions corr巴spondingto ()= 45
0

， ()= 
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to measure static ax1e load. The results showed excellent measure-

ments with maximum deviation of 1.2% between measured load and rated load. 

The angular velocity of the front and rear tire were measured by three photo switches (PW-4IJ， 

Keyence) and r巴flectiv巴tap巴s，and th巴re紅 tire'sslip was ca1culated from these angular velocities 

(Fig.4). 

4. Data acquisition 

A DC 2V excitation voltage for transducers was supplied by an acquisition system (NR-500， 
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Keyence) (Fig. 4f). The tractor batt巴ryprovided DC 12V excitation voltag巴 for3 photo switches. 

Ten strain and vo1tage signa1s were transmitted from the ax1e， 10ad cell，創ldphoto switches to ac-

quisition system using two slip rings (SR-12， Michigan) mounted on center part of re紅 whee1s

(Fig. 4g). Th巴 signa1swere samp1ed at a rate of 500Hz， and were recorded on a portab1e computer. 

All devices for data acquisition were fixed on tractor. 

5. Experimental conditions 

A demonstration test for the transducers was conducted on concrete surface by driving the 

tractor over an obstacle with height of 0.0025 m and length of 0.1 m at an approximate ground 

speed of 0.75 mJs. The inflation pressure (P;) was 200 kPa for front tire and 160 kPa for rear tire. 

Both the rear wheels passed the obstacle simultaneously. 

The experiments were conducted on a dry smooth asphalt road of 50 m length and on a 

p1ane sandy 10am fie1d of 40 m 1ength at different combinations of tire inflation pressure and trac-

tor ve1ocity. The fie1d allowed carrying out tests on different test tracks with a re1ative1y simi1ar 

soil condition. Each fie1d test was conducted on a separate track with topsoi1 of 15 cm depth， 21 

% water content and 1.23 g/cm3 bu1k density. The dynamic whee1 10ads were measured during 

se1f-prope1s of the tractor in a tota1 of four treatments (Table 1) at three constant forward speeds 

of approximate1y 2.6 mJs for tests on asphalt road and at a constant forward speed of approxiω 

mate1y 0.6 mJs for tests on sandy 10am soil. Tire inflation pressure was 330 kPa for all the tires， 

and 200 kPa for the front tires and 80 kPa for the rear tire during the tests. 

Table 1 Exp巴rimentaltreatm巴nts

T巴st
p; (kPa) rL (mm) ふ(Hz) A伺z)

Treatment 
ν 

slte (mls) 
Front Rear Front Rear Front R巴ar

fu A2 tlr巴 tIre tIre tIre tIre tIre 

Asphalt 2.6 330 330 292 492 1.43 0.85 15.28 30.56 

road 2 2.4 200 80 289 473 1.34 0.82 14.78 29.56 

Sandy 3 0.63 330 330 292 492 0.28+ 0.21 3.70 7.39 

loam 4 0.6 200 80 289 473 0.28十 0.21 3.76 7.52 

十20% slip of rear tire occurred 

6. Daia processing 

Since the data were recorded at arbitrary position of transducers as the drive ax1e was 10aded， 

so the trend of the data for bending strain was parallel but not coincident with th巴 abscissaas 

shown in Fig. 7， and required a specia1 treatment for further calcu1ation. In order to obtain the 

fluctuation of measured bending strain about the abscissa， the MATLAB function“detrend" was 

used to remove the trend from the data. This technique a1so r巴movesth巴 1ineartr巴ndcaused by 

the drift of transducers and sensors. Fig. 7 a1so shows samp1es of strain output from transducers 

and 10ad ce11. 

Time domain analysis was used to investigate th巴 variationsof the ax1e 10ads， whi1e fre-

quency domain ana1ysis was used to investigate the effect of the self-excitations such as tire norト

uniformity and tire 1ugs as well as the soi1 deformation on the varIations. Since the ax1e load may 

be strong1y excited at firing frequency of the engine， the excitation， which is caused by the firing 

orders of the巴ngine，needed to be removed from the origina1 signals. Therefore， the wave1et coef-

ficient s巴1ectionmethod was applied to the measured data by decomposing the original signa1s 
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Table 2 Resolution levels and correspondent bandwidths 

L巴V巴I Bandwidth (Hz) Level Bandwidth (Hz) Level Bandwidth (Hz) 

125-250 4 15.63…31.25 7 1.95-3.9 

2 62.5-125 5 7.81 -15.63 8 0.98…1.95 

3 31.25-62.5 6 3.91-7.81 9 0.49-0.98 
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into nine levels using the db4 wavelet (Daubechies wavelet)， as shown in Fig. 8. The bandwidth 

of measured data at every resolution level is shown in Table 2. The time histories of measured 

data were reconstructed from the wavelet coe伍cientsof resolution 1巴vels，which had bandwidths 
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spanning the excitation frequencies of the wheel-tire assembly (ι.)， and the frrst-and second-

order excitation frequencies of tir巴 lugs(ιft2) as shown in Table 2. The fu andんareproduced 

by successive lugs and mutuallugs respectively.τhe synthesized data for the tests at the tractor 

speed of approximately 0.6 mJs wer巴calculatedfrom the approximate coefficients of resolution 

leve19 (a9) and the detail coe斑cientsof resolution levels 6 - 9 (d6 -d9)， while th巴approximate

coe茄cientsof resolution level 9 and the detail coe担cientsof resolution levels 4 - 9 (d4~d9) 

were used to reconstruct the data for the tests at tractor speed of 2.6 mJs. A sample of data decomω 

position and reconstruction is shown in Fig. 8. 
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111. Results and Discussion 

As a sample of data an註lysisusing wavelet transform， the time histories ofaxle load within 

three rotations of the rear wheel as tractor moved on concrete surface， asphalt road and sandy 

loam are depicted in Figs. 9. Before the obstacle was driven over， axle load variations resulted 

from the pitching and rolling of the tractor and from lug excitation (Fig. 9a). The passing of ob-
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stac1e by front axle did not exert any significant influence on the load at the rear axle. When the 

rear axle passed the obstac1eラ considerablepeak. axle loads occurred. This indicated that the in-

strumented strain防 gagebased transducers allowed the巴妊ectof running ov巴robstac1e on dynamic 

axle load to be monitored in real time. The time histories of data measured on asphalt road show a 

relatively similar trend ofaxle load for every wheel rotation (Figs. 9b)， while this could not be 

observed c1early for data measured on sandy loam field due to soil non-homogeneity (Fig. 9c). 

The results of wav巴letand Fourier analyses for the measured data within one rotation of th巴

rear wheels at di百erentcombinations of forward ve10city and tire inflation pressure as the tractor 

moved on asphalt road and sandy loam field are shown in Figs. 10 - 11. Figures lOa and b 

shows the time histories and仕equencycompositions of synthesized axle load during the tractor 

self-prop巴llingon asphalt road at a forward speed of 2.6 m1s and tire pr邸 sureof 330 kPa in treat司

ment 1. In the time analysis， th巴 dynamicaxle load varied with high amplitude about a static 

value， and ther巴wasa phase difference of the variation between the left and the right axle loads 

(Fig. lOa). These b巴haviorswere also observed in analyses of the other treatments. The frequency 

analysis ofaxle load (Fig. lOb) indicated that the variation was strongly excited at the first-order 

巴xcitationfrequeny of tire lug (ん=15.25 Hz)， while tire norトuniformitywas slightly excited the 

axle load at the wheel frequency and its harmonics (ι= 0.85Hz and 3.39Hz). As the tire pressure 
was reduced to 80 kPa at a forward speed of 2.4 m1s in treatment 2 (Fig. lOc)， the axle-load vari同

ation was reduced because the eff，巴ctof tire lug excitation was insignificant and the axle load was 

predominantly excit巴datf，口 0.82Hz (Figs. lOd). 

When the tractor moved on a sandy loam field with high deformability at a forward speed of 

一一一Lef王wheel Asphalt road 3 105 Asphalt road 
一一一RStiadt1itc wheel 一一… p， = 330 kPaヲv= 2.6 m/s p， = 330 kPa， v = 2.6 m/s 

~ 6 

y 理d己2 

15.25 Hz 一一一Leftwheel 

マgコ 4 官 一一則ゆtwheel 

~ 2 g a司 l 

lu ^ J¥ 30.5 Hz 。
。 0.4 0.8 1.2 。 10 20 30 40 

a) Time(s) b) Time (s) 

8 r 一一一Leftwheel Asphalt road Asphalt road 
一一-Rs附I‘itc wheel P1 80kpa，v=241ds p， = 80 kPa， v 2.4 m/s 

~ デ 6 Y tRdE己2 ~I 0.82Hz 一一一Leftwheel 

"8 4 
一一Rightwheel 

2dB 2 

p.. 1，¥ 
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Time(s) d) Ti印刷

Fig. 10. Time histories and frequency composition ofaxle loads within on巴wheelrotation on as-
phalt road 
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approximately 0.6m/s resulting in deep wheel sinkage and tire slip， the behaviors of dynamic axle 

load showed a difti巴renttrend. Comparing th巴formand amplitude ofaxle load it appears that th巴

axl巴ーloadvariationラ indicatedon hard ground (Figs. lOa， c)， increased and decreased rapidly with 

high amplitude， this on soft ground (Figs.lla， c) fluctuated slowly with smaller amplitude. This 

implies that the vertica1 damping behavior of the soft soil reduced the effect of self-excitations 

du巴totire lug and tir巴 non-uniformityon the axle-load variation. The frequency compositions of 

dynarnic axle load indicated that， for tire with high inflation pressure the tire lug strongly excited 

the axle-load variation at both the first田 orderfrequency and a harmonics (jL1 = 3.7 Hz and 13 Hz)， 

while the tire non-uniformity dominated the excitation at wheel frequency and its harmonics (ι= 
0.2IHz， 0.42 Hz and 0.83 Hz). 

It should be noted that， deep wheel sinkage and tire slip would increase the eccen佐icityof 

the vertica1 soil reaction resulting in a considerable error for the measurement of dynamic vertical 

wheelload by the proposed method. An improvement of the measurement method has been made 

by utilizing rosette analysis to obtain the magnitude and direction of principle strain of a rear axle. 

Consequently， the magnitude and direction of resultant force applying to rear axle will be deter-

mined. The result will b巴presentedin a furth巴rpaper. 

Root-mean-square (RMS) ofaxle loads within one rotation of th巴rearwheels of each treat-

ment were ca1culated and are reported in Table 3. The RMS ofaxle loads of both the left and the 

right wheel was always higher than static axle load. No significant differences for the left wheel 

W巴refound. Moreover， the RMS ofaxle load almost always increases as the tire pressure de-

creases for the all tests. This indicates that low-pressure tires may have more excitations on the 
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Fig. 11. Time histories and frequency composition ofaxle loads within one whe巴1rotation on sandy 
loam soil 
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Table 3 Values for the root同mean-squ訂eaxle loads 

Asphalt road Sandy loam 
ν"" 2.6 m/s ν"" 0.6 m/s 

Left wheel 3.56kN 3.51阻ぜ
p;= 330 kPa 

Right wheel 3.62k1ぜ 3.31 kN 

Left wheel 4.08kN 3.76kN 
p;= 80kPa 

Rightwhe巴l 4.07kN 3.66ぼ4

wheel-load variations. As inflation pressure of rear tire moving on aspha1t road decreased from 

330 kPa to 80 kPa， the RMS increased from 3.56 to 4.08 k1ぜ叩d3.62 to 4.07 kN for the left and 

right wheels， respectively. When the tractor moved on sandy loam field， the RMS ofaxle load 

also increased from 3.51 to 3.76kN for the left wheel and from 3.31 to 3.66 kN for the right 

wheel as tire inflation pressure decreases due to a less soil surface smoothing effect of the tire 

with low inflation pressure. 

:rv. Conclusions 

This pap巴rintroduced a simple method for monitoring transient axle load of a moving farm 

tractor and analyzed the influences of tire configuration and ground profile on axle-load vari-

ations. The tests were conducted on asphalt road and sandy loam field using a 2WD farm tractor 

at different tire inflation pressures. During the tests， the dynarnic verticalload of the left and the 

rear wheels were measured by the proposed method and evaluated by wavelet and Fourier analy-

ses. The main conc1usions are as follows: 

1. The proposed method for measuring the vertica1 soil reaction is comparatively simple and ca拘

pable of monitoring the dynarnic axle load as vehic1e moves on different ground profiles. 

2. The non-uniformity of driven tire strongly affects the axle-load variations at the first-order fre-

quency and harmonics. This effect increases as the tire inflation pressure decreases. 

3. The axle-load variation is excited exactly at or near to the first-and the second-order frequen-

cies of tire lugs. During tests on the asphalt road， tire lugs predominately excite the axle-load 

fluctuation at high tire inflation pressure. Tire lugs have a small effect as the tractor moves on 

soft soil. 
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農業トラクタの車輪動荷重の測定トランスデューサー

に関する開発研究

ナンヌエンヴァン・松尾隆明・甲本達也事・稲葉繁樹**

(農業生産機械学研究室*環境地盤学研究室，村生産システム情報学研究室)

平成20年11月14日 受 理

要 旨

本研究では農業トラクタの区動後輪の動荷重を測定するひずみゲージに基づくトランス

テ守ユーサーの機能原則・構造デザ、イン・カリプレーションを解明した. トランスデューサーの

測定能力を検証するために，異なるタイヤ空気圧や地番の組み合わせで試乗実験を行った.実

験結果より，走行時の車輪動荷重をリアjレタイムで計測することが可能であり，車両の動特性

や土壌と車輪の相互作用についても有益な資料を提供することができる.実験データの時間及

び賠波数領域から，車輪特性(空気圧，不均一性，ラグ数など)は車輪に作用する動荷重に大

きな影響していることが分かつた.アスフアルトと土壌の上で走行時にタイヤの不均一性は空

気圧が低いタイヤの動荷重を支配的に加振したが，ラグ数は空気圧が高いタイヤの動荷重を支

配的に加振した.

[キーワード]車輪動荷重，ひずみゲージに基づくトランスデューサー，農業トラクタ
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